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Abstract—This paper investigates how to make data comics interactive. Data comics are an effective and versatile means for visual
communication, leveraging the power of sequential narration and combined textual and visual content, while providing an overview of
the storyline through panels assembled in expressive layouts. While a powerful static storytelling medium that works well on paper
support, adding interactivity to data comics can enable non-linear storytelling, personalization, levels of details, explanations, and
potentially enriched user experiences. This paper introduces a set of operations tailored to support data comics narrative goals that go
beyond the traditional linear, immutable storyline curated by a story author. The goals and operations include adding and removing
panels into pre-defined layouts to support branching, change of perspective, or access to detail-on-demand, as well as providing and
modifying data, and interacting with data representation, to support personalization and reader-defined data focus. We propose a
lightweight specification language, C OMIC S CRIPT, for designers to add such interactivity to static comics. To assess the viability of
our authoring process, we recruited six professional illustrators, designers and data comics enthusiasts and asked them to craft an
interactive comic, allowing us to understand authoring workflow and potential of our approach. We present examples of interactive
comics in a gallery. This initial step towards understanding the design space of interactive comics can inform the design of creation
tools and experiences for interactive storytelling.
Index Terms—Data comics, Non-linear narrative, interactive storytelling
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I NTRODUCTION

Data comics leverage the storytelling and engaging power of sequential
art [21,44] to communicate compelling data-driven stories [8,74]. Built
upon the visual language of comics, this medium uses multiple panels
integrating visualization and text organized in a meaningful sequence
to convey a rich narrative. So far, data comics encountered in the
wild [11, 15] and in research [7, 67] are mostly static; the panel layout
itself encodes the flow of information, guiding the reader through a
predefined sequence of panels [44]. A major advantage of static comics
compared to other storytelling medium is the absence of programming
or animation skills required for authoring them, making them more
approachable to a wide audience of creators.
Conversely, interactivity is a core element in understanding data
through visualization and enables viewers to consume a story in
different ways, giving more agency around how the narrative unfolds, and eventually may improve comprehension and recall in storytelling [38, 45, 50]. Interactivity in storytelling enables the viewer to
e.g., drill into parts of a story to access additional information, context
or explanations [12, 18, 64], or to curate their own version of the story
given their own approach to exploring the data [25]. The comic artist
community has already experimented with interactivity in creative ways
such as letting the reader navigate an infinite canvas [43], or linking
between nested panels to create multiple narrative paths for a personalized story [29]. These compelling explorations hint at a larger design
space for adding interaction to aid storytelling with data comics.
In this paper, we contribute the formalization of a core set of operations for interactive data comics, which can help inform the development of future graphical user interfaces for creation tools. We propose a
lightweight scripting approach enabling to add these operations to a set
of existing comic panels. Triggered by a user interaction, an operation
transforms one or more of the comic components: content, structure, or
visual appearance. These operations dynamically append and replace
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panels, load and switch comic layouts, highlight and filter elements, as
well as enable data input and manipulation.
To inform the set and design of interactive operations, we establish six goals of interactivity for data-driven storytelling, and report
on a systematic review of traditional (non-data) comics to understand
which interactions the community of comics authors is currently providing to support some of these goals (Sect. 3). When attempting to
design and create interactive comics building on these operations, we
found no appropriate tool to support rapid prototyping for story authors
(Sect. 4). Creating interactive and potentially non-linear data comics in
prototyping tools such as Adobe XD or Figma leads to exponentially
complex views and a substantial performance challenge. The only
existing alternatives are full-fledged programming approaches (e.g.,
HTML, CSS, and JavaScript), which are less approachable to many
designers through their steep learning curve, but also require developers
significant development time.
To mitigate this problem and allow story authors to more quickly
explore interactivity, we propose a lightweight declarative scripting
approach: C OMIC S CRIPT (Sect. 5). C OMIC S CRIPT is grounded in
our formalization and operationalization of the core building blocks for
interactive data comics. C OMIC S CRIPT is inspired by other declarative
languages such as Vega-Lite [52] and DataTheater [39]. In our approach, designers first create panels in traditional graphics editing tools
or digitize hand-drawn sketches. Then, they define comic layouts and
script interaction in a web editor. Thus, rather than specifying graphical elements, C OMIC S CRIPT allows to augment existing graphics with
interactivity using a core set of operations.
To explore the design space of interactive operations and iterate
on C OMIC S CRIPT, we engaged in a two-week long design process
with six illustrators, designers, and postgraduate computer science
students (Sect. 6). Feedback suggests that our scripting approach
is understandable by non-programmers and fosters exploration of
the potential of interaction for data comics. Our study shows potential for interactive storytelling, while providing an extensible basis for exploring future authoring tools and types of interaction. It
suggests possibilities for a range of scenarios such as exploration,
personalization, learning data literacy as well as engaging viewers
with messages. A gallery of interactive data comics can be found
online, alongside the editor, tutorials, and detailed documentation:
https://interactivedatacomics.github.io.
2
2.1

BACKGROUND
Interaction in Storytelling

Interaction plays a crucial role in information visualization, enabling
analysts and domain scientists to explore multiple facets of their data

and discover patterns [17, 31]. Interactive visualization is also valuable
to a more general audience and a variety of tasks and contexts [27]
such as searching histories of names [70], browsing through a corpus
of books [59], or learning experiences in museums [33]. Interaction is
prevalent in data-driven storytelling [49], whether it allows the viewer
to enhance story structure and enable reader-driven navigation, link
different story elements [55], or provide controlled explorations such as
dynamic queries [53, 54]. In fact, most data-driven stories encountered
in the wild from news media outlets, designers and practitioners provide
some degree of interaction (see, e.g., [34] for a comprehensive list).
The value of interaction in storytelling is manyfold: it is used to
engage viewers more deeply with the data to enhance their comprehension and memorability, to prompting self-reflection, foster critical
thinking, or personalize reading, to name a few [34, 45]. Depending on the type of message evidenced by the data, viewers may learn
something new [32, 46], change their perspective on a topic [56, 57],
or modify their behavior [58]. A few research studies demonstrated
several of the direct benefits of adding interaction to data-driven stories.
Hullman et al. [38] demonstrated that interactions eliciting the viewer
to externalize their prior knowledge before contrasting it with the data
enabled a deeper comprehension and recall of the information. Romat
et al. [50] found that providing interactions to personalize visual elements was likely to impact how viewers related to data and encouraged
deeper reflection. Zhi et al. [75] demonstrated that interactions may
also impact levels of user engagement.
As pointed by Amanda Cox in her keynote at VisWeek 2011 [23],
one of the challenges of interactive storytelling is how viewers discover
the interactive elements and how to use them. Boy et al. [14] provide
solutions to enhance affordances and make these interactions discoverable. Other research shows that different interaction mechanisms may
appeal to different people, making it difficult to recommend specific
types of interactions [45].
To summarize, while there are challenges to creating appropriate,
compelling interactions for storytelling media and making them discoverable, several studies demonstrate direct benefits to readers. Interactive
experiences may connect readers more deeply to the data, enhance comprehension and recall of data-driven stories and open up new kinds of
engagement. This present work seeks to explore what interactions can
be added to the data comics medium, and how it could be done.
2.2

Data Comics

Data comics have attracted the attention of the visualization and storytelling community in recent years [8, 74] (see a collection on the
datacomics website [11]) and have been defined as “juxtaposing multiple visualizations into comic strip layouts consisting of a sequence of
panels, each appropriately annotated and decorated with both visual
and textual elements, and arranged into a sequence that progressively
develops the overarching story told in the comic” [74].
Compared to more open-ended infographics, data comics support
understanding of complex information by breaking down the complexity of stories into smaller chunks (i.e. panels), laid out in a sequential
order [69]. They have been used in multiple domains such as telling
stories about temporal networks [7], presenting statistical analysis [67]
and teaching people to decode novel data visualizations [66].
Data comics can be graphically very rich, with styles ranging from
clean vector graphics and visualizations created with charting software,
to free-hand illustrations [66]. This graphic expressiveness can be
key to reaching specific audiences and attracting readers, with artistic
and engaging presentations often giving richer context around more
formal data visualisations. As with infographics or comics for science
communication [28], data comics can include more literal references
to data through characters, numbers, and metaphors [11]. Data comics
can use the unfolding narrative structure to provide a rich space for
information about people and places, the origin and context of data, as
well as information about data transformation and analysis [67].
Data comics are typically created as ‘static’ pieces, which makes
creation and sharing easy compared to dynamic work such as animations and interactive media. Comics can be read at an individual pace:
a reader can pause, reflect, glance back to previous panels, or compare

panels. Large and information rich panels can invite a reader into
exploration and discovery. Small multiples, as used in exploratory visualization [6, 40], can provide the reader with an at-a-glance overview
of actors, data, visualization, insights, and events in a data story, facilitating individual access. While authors such as Chris Ware have been
experimenting with non-linear storytelling in static comics, adding
dynamic interaction to paper versions allows more possibilities [5].
In this paper, we look at interactions that work with a digital comic
on a screen, making static data-comics dynamic by e.g., changing the
layout, the visibility of panels or referencing particular elements. This
is designed to complement hand drawn and computer generated comic
styles equally, by opening spaces for exploration. We hope to increase
engagement with the story and data, especially by developing the way
that data and narrative presentations relate to each other.
2.3

Authoring Comics, Visualization, and Interaction

Creating comics requires many skills and steps such as storyboarding,
illustration, layout planning, and more. Adding interactivity demands
an additional set of abilities around defining and keeping track of
the state of panels and objects, and configuring dynamic operations.
These are currently supported through a range of diverse tools, some
targeted directly at comics, and some more general purpose. Besides
the mainstream graphic design tools such as Adobe Photoshop, Adobe
Illustrator or design tools like Figma, an array of tools particularly
to create traditional comics exist. For example, Clip Studio Paint [2]
provides a set of toolkits and features for comic drawing, including
layout templates, environments and characters. Comics can even be
created without drawing, through tools that support creation by drag and
drop of assets from a library [3, 30, 62], automatic layout solution [16],
automatic generation of data story in comic strips [73], presentation of
exploratory analyses in a computational notebook as a comic [35], and
creating comics from other media formats [19, 26, 60, 63].
Several digital comic creation systems have been developed for authoring and presenting interactive comics, including branching comics
with multiple storylines [61] or non-branching comics which trace the
consequences of audience actions [24]. Making comics tangible, Andrews et al. [5] built a physical and digital environment allowing an
audience to interact with predefined objects in comics drawn on paper
above a multi-touch table. Other ad-hoc physical solutions involve
creative cutting and folding of paper to support branching stories [E28,
E29] (see Section 3). However, these tool lack support for the kind of
interactions that data practitioners require, such as filtering, leaving a
considerable workload for the creator.
For visualization and visual storytelling, researchers have focused
on interfaces for non-programmers, supporting direct manipulation
and clever data binding methods. Tools have been created for creating
visualization from templates [42] as well as creating expressive visualization designs [37,41,48]. Tools for data-driven storytelling can create
infographics [72], static graph comics [36], personalized glyhs [71] or
animated video clips [4]. Only few tools provide interactivity through,
e.g., navigating a slideshow [51], showing annotations [47], or scrollytelling [1, 55]. Libraries for creating interactive explorables and
articles, such as Tangle [65] and Idyll [22] provide for scripting interactions such as sliders and update visual representations based on these
values. Tableau also allows the export of interactive visualizations into
a specific layout, resembling comics or dashboards. Visual elements in
visualizations are highlighted on mouse over and show tool-tips.
To support more flexible workflows, Bigelow et al. [13] provide a
bridge between Illustrator and D3. Our approach is similar to Bigelow
et al. and Idyll in spirit, as we also separate the visual design of comics
from the specification of interactivity.
3

I NTERACTION

FOR

DATA C OMICS

To streamline our exploration and creation of interactive data comics,
we define six goals for interaction in data comics. These goals either
address shortcomings in static data comics, or open up new opportunities for storytelling, exploration, personalization and engagement with
this medium. We then report on a systematic analysis of interactions in

traditional (non-data) comics to collect specific low-level interactions
(Fig. 1) that inform interactions for data comics.
3.1

Goals of Interaction

Our goals are informed by extensive discussion among the authors,
our own exploration of creating interactive data comics, our analysis
of traditional static and interactive comics and existing static data
comics, as well as our own review of the body of work on interaction
in storytelling (Sect. 2.1). In defining these goals, we aim to exclude
interactions that merely support general engagement without a specific
link to data-driven storytelling. For example, general interactions may
trigger entertaining animations by moving or shaking elements or panel
without any semantics associated to it; objects can be made interactive
for the reader to play with it, like a music instrument, or a toy present
in a panel scene. As the design space of such playful interactions is
virtually limitless, and few studies indicate most effective ones to retain
and focus the reader, we opted to scope them out in the present work.
[G1] N AVIGATE—Navigation moves the readers between different
parts of the story and provides agency to decide what parts to focus on.
Static data comics already enable different levels of navigation through
skimming, following the proposed sequence, pausing, focusing only on
the text or graphics, or skipping entire panels and pages. Interactions
with comics can support or reinforce these different reading experiences, or provide entirely for new modes of navigation through, e.g.,
hyperlinks, drilling-down into specific panels, flashbacks, or selecting
panels of interest. Interactive navigation in data comics can provide
more flexibility to experience a story, follow one’s interests, as well as
revisit information in an already read story.
[G2] D ETAILS ON D EMAND—Well known in information visualization, details on demand provide for additional information to the
interested reader. Static comics and stories are inherently author-driven
with the author deciding on the type of information and level of detail
in each panel. Moreover, the space for each panel is naturally limited to show multiple panels side by side, which limits the amount
and complexity of content that each panel can afford. Interaction can
help provide details about, e.g., visual encodings and visualization
techniques [68], data provenance and transformation [67], context, sidestories or other background information. Designing with D ETAILS ON
D EMAND in mind, allows an author to streamline the storyline while
remaining inclusive to audiences with different interests, backgrounds,
and data and visualization literacy skills.
[G3] C HANGE P ERSPECTIVE—Author-driven stories usually
present a single perspective of the author. This often requires balancing
the amount of information with how these information are presented,
the author’s interests with those of the audience, objective aspects with
perspectives of subjectivity, as well as between different stories centered around a particular data element. For example, a story focusing
on geographic data might favour a ‘global’ holistic perspective over a
‘local’ more personal one. Interaction can enable readers to select and
change main characters, seeing different facets of the data. Switching
the main character may filter out panels irrelevant to the new character,
add panels directly relevant, and/or update existing visuals to put the
spotlight on this new character. C HANGE P ERSPECTIVE allows authors
to integrate different perspectives in their story and use complementary,
contrasting, or contradictory perspectives as narrative devices [9].
[G4] B RANCH—Branching introduces forking paths into the storyline, where each path results in a slightly, or sometimes drastically
different story. This type of non-linear storytelling provides for a very
personal reading experience defined by a set of choices that the reader
makes. Branching in static comics leads to structures akin to flow
charts. Such comics may prove quite challenging to lay out, use a lot of
space, and make any single path in the story tree difficult and tedious to
reconstruct when looking at the overview (see [E30]). Interaction can
support branching while offering a linear reading experience for each
path in the tree any given moment, or displaying two or more paths at
once for comparison. In data comics, branching can be used, e.g., to
show different versions and perspectives, contrast data and alternatives,
as well as explain possible future scenarios (i.e. ”what if?”), or as
reactions to the reader’s answer to a knowledge question.

[G5] PAUSE & R EVEAL—Gradually revealing information can be
used as a device to build tension and force the reader to pause to think,
or make a choice. Many web comics have played with gradual reveal
through continuous scrolling, or upon clicking on a visual element or
panel. Interaction can build artificial barriers for the reader to advance in
the story. These range from a simple proof of attention (e.g. mouse over
a panel), to an interaction demonstrating the knowledge of the reader
or understanding of the prior panels (e.g. multiple choice question), to
prompting the reader to make guess or a decision [38].
[G6] I NPUT DATA—Data comics and data stories usually contain
data provided by the author. However, interaction allows the reader
to input or alter data used in the story, decide on manipulations to
apply to the existing data, or on parameters for data simulation. For
example, providing input mechanisms for readers to enter their calorie
consumption or favorite movie can update the panels content for a more
personalized and potentially compelling message. Inputting (personal)
data could make data stories more engaging and informative through
personalization and explore the effect of different parameters onto the
data through dynamic queries.
3.2

Analysis of Interactive (non-data) Comics

We collected 33 traditional interactive comics (found online) to analyze
which interactions existing interactive comics already provide, and to
inform the authoring process of interactive data comics. Two of the
authors examined the collection and converged on a code book. One
of the authors then proceeded to the coding of the corpus, categorizing
interactions into higher level operations (e.g. add/remove element,
reorder panel, Fig. 1) and relating them to our goals G1-G6.
Interaction Analysis—Trigger and Effects We describe an
interaction as having a trigger mechanism, that is, how the interaction
is activated, and the resulting effects of the interaction, that is, what
changes occur in the comics. We also found interactions to either
impact the content within panels, or the structure of the comic and its
panels. References to example comics are indicated as E1, E2. The full
list of example comics is found in the Appendix.
Interaction trigger At the top of the table, we list the element in
the comic that acts as the trigger for an interaction. Interactive triggers
include (i) a particular visual element in a panel, such as an object, or a
data point that can be hovered over, clicked or dragged; (ii) a widget,
such as a button, a slider or a text field for the reader to input data or
specify a choice, which may be integrated within a panel, or placed on
the side; (iii) an entire panel, that can be clicked to indicate a choice,
or reveal what comes next; or (iv) the whole canvas, that the reader can
navigate through scrolling [E1], panning or zooming, or even explore
in augmented reality by moving a device around [E19, E32].
Panel Content lists all of the changes that occur within the panels
of the comics. These include (i) change viewport e.g. when the viewer
focuses the story on a particular geographical area, a panel showing
geographical automatically recenters on that area [E4]; (ii) add/remove
element in panel, for instance, when the reader makes a choice in a
given panel, this choice is reflected in the story (e.g. selecting an apple
or an orange in [E20] results in the character holding the corresponding
fruit in their hand); (iii) change properties of existing elements, as for
instance updating their color, size or location as the result of a story
choice [E4], or putting a halo effect to put emphasis on the visual
element; (iv) input data, where the content of the panel is updated
based on the underlying data that changes, e.g. a line chart [E4].
Panels Layout lists all of the changes that impact the comics structure, i.e., the number and/or layout of panels. These include (i) reorder
panel, e.g. when panels can be swapped to result in a different story
[E12], or moved around the canvas to reveal panels placed underneath
[E11]; (ii) add/remove panels, e.g., when a choice results in a different
ending, panels that are no longer relevant are removed, and new panels
are added [E20], or when panels are revealed progressively, either to
build up tension and create a surprise effect [E13], or as the result
of particular choices [E22]; (iii) change panel properties, such as its
aspect ratio, or orientation [E12].

E1 E6 E33 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E25 E26 E31 E32 E26 E4 E21 E27 E10 E14 E18 E4 E1 E2 E5 E5 E12 E12 E19 E20 E22 E23 E26 E28 E29 E30 E33 E13 E15 E16 E19 E22 E23 E24 E1 E1 E5 E7 E8 E9 E11 E17 E17 E19 E24

Trigger

Visual element
Widget
Panel
Canvas

Panel
Content

Change viewport
Add/remove element
Change properties
Input data

Panels
Layout

Reorder panels
Add/remove panel
Change panel properties

Goal

G1: NAVIGATE
G2: DETAILS ON DEMAND
G3: CHANGE PERSPECTIVE
G4: BRANCH
G5: PAUSE & REVEAL
G6: INPUT DATA
local effect (within the same panel)

propagated effect (across panels)

local and propagated effect (within and across panels)

Fig. 1. Results of the manual coding of interactive comics from our corpus (see list at the end of the paper). Interactions are defined by a trigger,
results in visual effects that can affect panel content, and/or panel layout, to achieve a particular communication goal.

Findings The above triggers and effects can be used to enrich the
storytelling experience in otherwise static comics. Below, we discuss
trends and examples relating to our goals.
Interactions vary in the scope of their effect: changes are sometimes
contained within the panel where interaction was triggered, or have an
effect that propagates throughout the story. Most commonly, we found
a choice or object involved in an early panel to be made consistent in
the rest of the story [E10,E14]. These are more profound actions that
change the course of the story, and therefore the set of panels presented
to the reader. We note also instances where data is inputted in a panel,
and where this data is reflected throughout the story [E4,E23].
NAVIGATE is typically supported by scrolling, or hyperlinks to
jump to a particular place in the story, when it is not an enforced
slideshow presentation that resembles flipping pages through. We found
interesting instances of aids to navigation in the form of providing a
hint of what choices are possible [E20], or what will come next as the
result of a choice [E2], when hovering over different interactive panels
or visual elements. Other supporting effects include highlighting the
panel where the reader is currently at [E13, E30], or even embodying
the reader as a character progressing through panels [E15,E16,E12].
D ETAILS ON D EMAND is supported mostly by two types of interaction: showing pop-ups or adding and filtering out elements [E4], as
commonly found in visualizations; as well as providing side stories, i.e.
branching on a set of secondary panels, to access more details, context,
or other perspective on a point [E6] by adding and removing panels.
C HANGE P ERSPECTIVE can be supported through instances where
the same character changes their personal perspective, e.g., by changing
the viewport through drag-and-drop, or moving and tilting a device in
the context of augmented reality [E26,E27]. An interesting instance
of a perspective change is by moving a phone device to a particular
location on a poster, which then triggers the story of a particular set of
characters at the location of focus [E32]. This metaphor is also found
in the famous project HERE [E18], where multiple spatio-temporal
viewports are materialized as panels around a larger big room, each of
which providing a “window” in time of a location in the room.
B RANCH is a popular goal that interaction enables in digital comics.
We found many instances where the reader is prompted to make a choice
that have repercussion on the rest of the story, by e.g. clicking on a
visual element or widget [E22], panel [E20], or indicating the direction
of progression [E13]. Other interesting branching instances are the
result of personalized input, e.g. the reader writes what a character says
[E22], or indicates physical characteristics of a character, which is then
used to calculate the outcome of the story [E23].
PAUSE & R EVEAL in our corpus uses add/remove elements and
panels, for purposes including hiding the result of choices away from
the reader to not influence their decision [E13, E28], creating an effect
of surprise [E2, E7], prompting the reader to guess a result, or answer a

question [E1], or simply because of screen real estate [E5, E17, E26].
Other examples of reveal are achieved through flipping panels [E9], or
through changing the perspective with parallax, revealing potentially
important/relevant details only visible from a different angle [E26].
We found only a few instances of I NPUT DATA, through a range
of traditional widgets, that can be hand drawn and fully integrated
within the comic (like the form and slider in [E22], or buttons in
[E4]), or computer-generated, like that found in traditional explorable
explanations [E1]. An interesting instance of data input we found is
randomisation [E10]: random generation of content of balloons (in
emoticons), resulting in a new story left to the interpretation to the
reader, every single time, and even order and content of panels [E14].
Summary There is a rich set of interactions found in traditional
comics and many of these operations can directly be used to support
storytelling with data comics; hovering elements to emphasize perspectives, adding panels to show details on demand, or posting the reader a
question to decide on which panels to show next. The design space in
Fig.1 serves as a blueprint to apply these interactions to data comics.
4

E XAMPLES

OF I NTERACTIVE

DATA C OMICS

Over the course of several months, we engaged in creating several interactive data comics, available on our website: https://
interactivedatacomics.github.io/examples.html. This section describes
two interactive comics to show how interaction has been used for interactive data-driven storytelling. We then report and reflect on our
creation process and the lessons learned that motivate our scripting
approach discussed in Sect. 5.
4.1

Example 1: Interactions for Detail-on-Demand, Navigation, and Changing Perspectives

This story presents a dynamic network of historic alliances between
countries in Europe (Fig. 2), based on a static data comic [7]. With the
goal of informing and educating, this interactive comic offers the option
to read the story at different predefined information granularities.
The comic is initialized with two panels (a), a timeline highlighting
major events (b), and three version buttons able to change the detail
of the comic (c). Clicking on a version button shows the corresponding version of the story: (1) short, (2) medium, and (3) long version
(NAVIGATE), adding more events and descriptions at a finer level of
granularity. Some panels show small blue detail buttons (d). Upon click,
these buttons drill down into the respective panel, again providing more
information about the respective event shown in that panel (D ETAILS
ON D EMAND ). Hovering over a country label or one of the events in
the timeline highlights all occurrences of this element throughout the
comic, supporting navigation by indicating what panels are relevant to

Fig. 2. The interactive comic of European Alliances before World War I presents a dynamic network with a set of countries in Europe, from
forming alliances to regressions. With a goal of informing and educating, this interactive comic presents the story of different information granularity
(N AVIGATE), provides drill gown to acquire information on demand (D ETAILS ON D EMAND), and highlights elements as visual navigation (N AVIGATE).

N

Fig. 4. Workspace in Figma for the European Alliances comic (Fig. 2);
each small white square is a a full replication of the comic (state) while
blue links represent interactive state transitions.

Fig. 3. The comic of CO2 emissions presents viewers with personalized contents by allowing data input, and provides different equivalent
comparisons (B RANCH).

a particular event or country (NAVIGATE), as well as allowing to follow
a single element through the story (C HANGE P ERSPECTIVE).
4.2 Example 2: Interaction for Data Input and Branching
The example in Fig. 3 displays the amount of CO2 emissions resulting
from personal air-traffic and puts these numbers into context using
concrete scales [20]. The goal is to engage an audience with their
personal data (I NPUT DATA) and to promote sensitivity for an important
issue. The comic allows a reader to input their amount of flights using
a widget (P1). Internally, this number is converted into (roughly) the
equivalent CO2 emissions, and travel distance. Both numbers are
shown through a set of pictograms (clouds and globes, respectively)
and change with the readers input (P2-P4). Then, the comic features
three alternative tracks (B RANCH), relating the amount of CO2 emitted
to the average CO2 produced by a human (P5), CO2 absorbed by trees
(P6) and equivalent green house gasses produced by cows (P7). Panels
P5-P7, showing these options, are presented as piled stack inspired by
[E11]. Clicking one of these three units adds a set of panels showing
the values of the respective comparison. The last row of this comic
explains the goal of Paris climate deal in a static panel and finishes by
illustrating the exceed of CO2 of the reader, based on their input.
4.3 Authoring Challenges in Using Design Tools
Authoring interactive data comics like those described above require
a wide range of skills and techniques to function, which makes many
existing tools not quite the right fit. As traditional comics, they require
strong visual design, with fonts, appealing color schemes, layout, and
potentially characters and illustrations. As interactive data storytelling
media, they require identifying data elements, placing triggers for
interactions and specifying their effects within and across panels.
In our design process, we first tried common design tools such
as Figma, and Adobe XD. These interfaces come with sophisticated

vector graphics drawing capabilities, as well as features for prototyping
interactivity, and live previews. Visualizations and content can be
created both inside the tool as vector graphics, or imported as hand
drawn pictures in PNG. Then, a designer can set regions in elements
that trigger specific operations which are then prototyped inside the tool,
by showing in hiding different frames in elements. While being able to
support simple interactions, these no-coding prototyping tools suffer
from serious limitations; an abundance of manual specification and an
increasing amount of duplicating panels was required for even simple
comics and interaction and made it a week-long process to create the
first versions of the comics in Sect. 6.
The resulting workspace in Figma for the example in Sect. 4.1 is
presented in Fig. 4. Maintaining complete states of the comics at
all points of the interactions required many panel duplication. These
number of elements made the workspace challenging to navigate, the
general interaction design hard to preview and possibly fixed. In addition, the number of visual assets required affected the performance of
the software itself, making it more tedious to author and preview.
Separating the specification of interactions from the visual assets
appeared a necessity, to simplify the authoring process but also to
enable the creation of rich sets of interactions. In addition, enabling
interactions tailored to data comics and trigged when the reader inputs
data or select a specific value are missing from generic design tools.
For these reasons, we started developing C OMIC S CRIPT.
5 AUTHORING I NTERACTIVE DATA C OMICS
To address the issues raised by our initial exploration in Sect. 4 and to
further explore the possibilities for interactive data comics, we developed C OMIC S CRIPT, a lightweight, declarative language for specifying
comics and interactions over them, with particular support for data
comics. C OMIC S CRIPT is our approach to balance and combine aspects from graphical user interfaces and the power of coding interaction.
C OMIC S CRIPT is based on JSON and can be edited and interpreted by
an online editor, and the resulting interactive comics can be exported
and linked into any website. C OMIC S CRIPT captures most of the interactions set out in our design space (Sect. 3) through a set of operations
that change content, layout, structure and appearance:
• structure operations manipulate structure and layout of a comic,
adding or replacing panels or specifying panel layout to make
wholesale changes to the layout of all or part of the comic. This
includes navigation such as jumping the reader to a specific panel.
• content operations use classes of objects to highlight and group
visual elements across the comic, or apply Isotype techniques to
indicate the value of variables.
• Techniques for data input allow users to input numbers through text
or sliders and compute variables and formulas that can be used in
the content or to create conditions on whether other operations can
be triggered.
In the reminder of this section, we first explain the steps involved
in creating interactive comics and then explain how C OMIC S CRIPT
supports scripting interactive comics.

5.1 Creating Comics with C OMIC S CRIPT
Our process of creating comics has two stages. In the preparation
phase, a designer specifies each individual panel and its content. This
phase includes thinking through the comic layout, as the designer
needs to decide on a specific layout of panels, i.e., the size and their
order to achieve a meaningful reading order. Here, they can use their
usual workflows: a designer could create visualization contents and
panels inside vector graphics tools, import hand drawn images, or rely
on existing visualizations in both pixel and vector format. The only
restriction is that a single SVG or PNG file should be produced for each
panel in the comic, and they should be provided at a public URL so
that the web editor can load them.
A C OMIC S CRIPT comic starts with definitions for each panel, containing a unique ID and a URL for the image (Sect. 5.2). An initial
layout is also specified, using the panel IDs in a nested structure to
describe rows and columns (Sect. 5.2). At this point, the comic can be
displayed as a static webcomic, while interaction is added next.
In the scripting phase, the designer defines the list of operations
that can be applied to the comic. Operations are attached to specific
elements through their unique IDs and paramterized in the script. Operations such as adding panels or setting a new layout refer to the
panels through their IDs. The set of structure operations (Sect. 5.5)
works equally well with PNG or SVG files, and allows a large degree
of flexibility with panel manipulation. However, if the graphics have
been created as vector-based SVG files, a wider range of interaction
is possible, as the individual elements in the graphic can be addressed.
Vector elements can be used as triggers for operations, e.g., functioning
as buttons, or as the targets for effects, such as being added or removed,
or highlighted. Objects with the same ID will be applied the same
effects, allowing for cross panel interaction, such as brushing to highlight related data. Vector elements with IDs also allow the integration
of text input, sliders, isotype pictograms and other types of interaction (Sect. 5.4). The remainder of this section explains the individual
components of C OMIC S CRIPT, and how they come together to create
interactive comics. Our set of operations represents a careful balance
of low-level operations as they are described in the design space in
Sect. 3.2 (e.g., append a panel) and high-level operations that subsume
a set of low-level operations (e.g., load layout). More information and
a detailed tutorial is included in our website.
5.2 Panels and Layout
C OMIC S CRIPT loads panels from a URL and assigns them a string ID,
which is used throughout the specification to refer to this panel.
{"panels": [{ "id": "myPanel", "url":"panel1.svg"}]}

Since the existence and order of panels can vary over the course
of the interaction, C OMIC S CRIPT provides a flexible way to define
layouts. With the width of each panel given by the SVG or PNG image,
a layout in C OMIC S CRIPT can be specified as a nested structure (e.g.
panels organized in rows, organized in pages). Alternative layouts
can be specified and loaded upon interaction, resulting in rearranging,
adding or removing panels. Layout are thus expressed as nested arrays,

the referred elements have unique IDs in the file. IDs can be the same
across panels, e.g., the first bar can always be called bar1 across several
panels with a bar chart.
{"classes":{
"name": "countries",
"elements":["france", "germany", "uk"]
}}

Variables store numerical values which in turn can be shown inside a
text element through a place holder that has the same ID as the variable,
or used to render a number of ISOTYPE like symbols. Variables can
be obtained from data, or through user input, e.g., using a slider.
{"variables":[
{
"name": "movement","value": 0
},{
"name": "totalkm",
"value": 0,
"what": [ "movement","*1000"]
}]
}

The optional value field specifies the default value if the variable
is not set. Calculated variables are created by functions, expressed
through a what attribute. Variables can come directly from data or
input via input elements (Sect. 5.6).
5.4

Content Operations

According to our design space in Sect. 3.2, content operations define which elements are shown inside panels and how they are shown.
C OMIC S CRIPT currently provides three content operations.
Highlight changes the appearance of all visual
elements with the same ID across all panels (e.g.,
panels or SVG elements) on mouseover. Highlighting
can used as a visual reference when the authors wants
the audience to look back/forward at a certain panel or
show that an element is the same across panel (C HANGE P ERSPECTIVE,
NAVIGATE). An example of highlight is shown in Fig. 2-bottom).
The appearance of a highlighted element is specified through its CSS
attributes scale, stoke, color.
Layers enable showing and hiding
SVG layers and their elements. This operations could be used for presenting D ETAILS
ON D EMAND and linking texts and its visualisations NAVIGATE. Fig. 5 shows an example how layers can be used
to show temporal data as the users clicks dates.

Fig. 5. Using layers, hovering over different time on the timeline triggers
different layers.

the first corresponding to a row in a comic, the second to a column in
this row and so on (see example above). Panels within a row or column
are laid out side-by-side, separated by a gutter which size is specified
by the gutter parameter.
5.3 Data and Variables
C OMIC S CRIPT allows operations to refer to constructs and data: classes
and variables. Classes group visual elements in the comic into groups,
which can be used to highlight elements and refer to groups of elements. Classes are only possible with SVG panels since they require

Isotype aims to reduce the difficulty of understanding abstract content and to support I NPUT DATA
through the user. The operation creates one or more
ISOTYPE like pictograms inside a specified element
(i.e., TreesPlaceHolder in Fig 3) and binds the number of icons to
the value of the variable. The size of each icon could be adjusted in
widthIcon. The icon is loaded from the SVG specified by url.
5.5

Structure Operations

Structure operation change the set of shown panels and potentially
their order. C OMIC S CRIPT provides the following structure operations:
append panel, load layout, replace panel, and pan and zoom.

creating process, the purpose of interaction and the corresponding selected interactive operations as well as identifying missing interactions
and operations to iterate on C OMIC S CRIPT. Respective tutorials and
examples can be found on our website.
6.1

Fig. 6. Example for a pan and zoom operation: panning and zooming in
one of the panels with a map synchronize the other panels so that the
same detail of the map is shown in all three years.

Append adds one or more panels after a specified panel. This operation could be used for different
narrative purposes, e.g., B RANCH; providing D ETAILS ON D EMAND
by drilling down from this panel (Fig. 2-center); revealing the answer
for a question raised in the panel; or PAUSE & R EVEAL. This operation
does not remove or replace any panels. If the creator wants an operation
to remove any panel and load new panels, ‘replace’ or ‘Load layout’
should be applied instead. If multiple panels are inserted, the same
notion as in layouts is used: e.g., ["p3",["p4","p5"]].
Replace removes a panel to replace it with one
or more (newpanels). This operation can be used
for replacing panels presenting overview with details
or replacing the following narratives by selecting different data set as
inputs (C HANGE P ERSPECTIVE). Replacing an overview with details
(D ETAILS ON D EMAND) (e.g., clicking the button (d) in Fig. 2).
Load layout enables to display a fresh set of
panels in a specific layout, removing any panel specified by the after attribute. This high-level operation
can be used similar to a menu on a website (NAVIGATE), which shows
alternative versions, e.g., in length, visual style or narration, (Fig. 2).
Similar to append, loadlayout could also be used for presenting
D ETAILS ON D EMAND, C HANGE P ERSPECTIVE and B RANCH.
Pan and Zoom creates a simple pan and zoom
behavior for a single panel, and can synchronize pan
and zoom across multiple panels (e.g., in Fig. 6).
Pan and zoom helps achieving the goals C HANGE
P ERSPECTIVE and D ETAILS ON D EMAND.
Jump brings the user to another panel, similar
to anchors in HTML. This operation is designed for
non-linear reading by NAVIGATE, and to provide visual navigation in a web comic when a pointed panel
is not visible due to limited screen real estate.
Conditions can be attached to operations to
express constraints when an operation is triggered.
This operation allows for personalization, e.g, through I NPUT DATA.
For example, depending on the user’s input in P11, Fig. 3 the comic
tells tons more than, tons less than or equal to when comparing that
user’s data to other values.
5.6

UI Elements for Data Input

UI elements can be added into SVG panels, replacing an element
with a specific ID. Values from these UI elements are then mapped to
variables and used to, trigger conditions or show ISOTYPE symbols.
C OMIC S CRIPT currently supports a slider and number input, both
demonstrated in Fig. 3.
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C REATING I NTERACTIVE DATA C OMICS

WITH

D ESIGNERS

We asked designers, illustrators and visualization practitioners to create
interactive data comics with our tool. We wanted to gain insights on
many aspects of the creation process as well as improve C OMIC S CRIPT.
We gathered insights on the workflow people follow to craft interactive
data comics, their biggest challenges, the role of C OMIC S CRIPT in the

Procedure

We conducted a creation workshop consisting of a series of live sessions
to help participants create their own interactive comics using C OMIC S CRIPT. First, we ran an tutorial session, introducing the concept of
data comics and interactive data comics. We showed examples of data
comics, interactive data and non-data comics. Then we used a simple
example to explained the workflow we followed (Sect. 5) including
how to create and export individual comic panels with a design tool
(Figma) and how to add interactions to the comics using our scripting approach. Participants attended the tutorial live or could consult
the recorded version. We offered 2 hours of daily face-to-face online
drop-in sessions for answering questions about designing and using
C OMIC S CRIPT. Participants volunteered for an individual 15-minute
semi-structured interview after completion of their comics. During the
interviews, we asked five questions followed by an open discussion.
Questions asked for 1) the desired intentions of interaction for data
comics, 2) inspiration and ideation of interactions, 3) creation process
and challenges with C OMIC S CRIPT, 4) possible future interactions, and
5) the potential of interactive storytelling.
6.2

Participants

Six participants (four from Europe, one from Canada and one from
Asia) completed their interactive comics and attended the interview.
The participants were: a professional illustrator for 15 years (Illu), a
postgraduate student in digital media with 6-year experience of creating
illustration (IlluDigt), a computer science postgraduate student with
15-year experience working as an illustrator (IlluDigitComp), a postgraduate student in design and data science (DesignData), a doctoral
student in creative art and visualization (ArtViz), and a a team of data
storytellers from the company Gramener [30] (DataStr) with experience
in creating data comics and interactive data comics by programming.
6.3

Qualitative Findings

We gathered feedback during the creation process, and the interview.
We organize insights around three themes: creation process, C OMIC S CRIPT, and participants’ perspective on the value of interaction.
Creation process. Participants worked at their own pace and contacted the instructor occasionally, mostly towards the end of their creation process. Once selecting a topic and gathering data for their story,
participants devoted the largest portion of their time to crafting the
visuals (e.g. elements and panels) of their comics (seven to ten days).
For this stage they used graphics editing tools such as Adobe Illustrator,
Photoshop, Figma, INKSCAPE (https://inkscape.org/) and Microsoft
PowerPoint. Participants reported thinking of the interactions as they
designed the comics and crafted the visuals. They integrated the interactions using C OMIC S CRIPT over one to three days.
The overall comments suggest that all participants appreciated the
final product. This was particularly salient for creators with no coding
experience: “I have all this inspiration imagination and creative ideas
but I’ve never been able to transfer them into code because it’s a
completely different realm, so what this does is it allows you (a creator)
to take your creative imaginative processes ideas and concepts put
them into an already constructed editor and then feel proud of yourself.”
(ArtViz). Several participants gravitated towards “different perspective”
(Illu) (C HANGE P ERSPECTIVE) and non-linear comics (B RANCH) “like
Chris Ware [in which] you can almost just choose a panel on a page
and then see where it leads” (IlluComp).
Participants reported that spending the majority of their time in
graphics editing software to create the story and design the comic
panels. To create different layers or branches, they needed to make more
images and variations than it presented. Also, participants switched
between tools, e.g, taking raster images to vector editors to add IDs if
there were buttons or placeholders in the panels, and making sure the
size of image was not changed across tools (IlluDigt, DataStr). After

the images were exported, participants started editing from one of the
examples on our website, since “the editor already had like a pretext
in it and because I could see what your functionality did and with the
what your process was I could just change parts of that code and I
didn’t have to know too much as a user.” (ArtViz).
C OMIC S CRIPT usage. Participants completed their comics with
little to no help from the facilitator. Overall, they used nine out of
eleven operations in the comics they created. Most participants used
operations dealing with the panel layout (Load layout, Replace and
Append), as well as content operations across panel (Highlight, Layers).
Half of the participants also used operations enabling readers to modify
the data (Slider, Condition Number input, and Isotype). C OMIC S CRIPT
definitely involved a learning curve: “Once you understand it then it’s
totally fine” (IlluDigt). After a few explorations using the code samples
provided, participants were able to implement their ideas: “I always
felt like I knew what I wanted to do and I knew how to do it” (IlluComp).
Two participants expressed their enthusiasm for a user interface layer,
enabling them to drag-and-drop the interaction of their choice directly
on top of the comics elements. The JSON language was commented as
“a very refined code for a specific task” (ArtViz), and “really structured”
(IlluDigt). The most challenging aspect reported by participant was
the low-tolerance to common syntax error of C OMIC S CRIPTFour
participants suggested extending current operations, for example to
enable panel replacement when using a slider. Two participants wanted
a finer control over operations such as resizing or translating elements,
which is implemented as low-level operations in C OMIC S CRIPT but
was not surfaced to them at that point.
Goal of interaction. With regards to the potential of interaction in data comics, participants indicated that providing navigation
(NAVIGATE) and branching (B RANCH) enabled conveying information
from different perspectives (C HANGE P ERSPECTIVE), e.g., “[Readers]
can just dive right into it click on something see the connection and
it’s way easier to get” (IlluDigt). Participants commented that interactions made data more engaging, “get the curiosity of people” (DataStr),
“with interactivity you can kind of be[ing] inside of it” (IlluDigt), and potentially being used “as weekly reports replacing dashboard” (DataStr)
or in news article to enable audience to “think beyond just the passive
presentation of imagery” (IlluComp). A participant suggested that crafting interactive comics with C OMIC S CRIPT could both foster creativity
and [enable] learning programming, since this activity “introduces
people to code but also within the creative process, creativity and data
can be pushed apart so it’s kind of merging them together in this very
nice safe space” (ArtViz).
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D ISCUSSION

AND

F UTURE W ORK

Crafting interactive data comics involves challenges at multiple
levels of the creation process. For several of our workshop participants, the experience of using C OMIC S CRIPT was their first attempt
to create dynamic, computationally mediated material. Challenges
occur at multiple levels: from the design and conception of the interactions and non-linear narratives, to the creation and organization of the
collection of assets composing the comics, to the implementation of
the interactive medium. While the effort is substantial, our workshop
revealed that creators see tremendous opportunities in incorporating
interactions in data comics, making it worthwhile.
Participants’ feedback also suggests that integrating interaction adds
many design considerations to the design of comics—what comics
structures can benefit most from interaction, how to make interactivity
discoverable—and presents a set of new challenges—designing multiple combinations of content and panel layout and keeping track of the
state of the comic at a given point. To provide guidance and potential
solutions for these design considerations, further research is needed to
evaluate use and engagement with interaction in data comics.
C OMIC S CRIPT: a lightweight language to create interactive
data comics. C OMIC S CRIPT provides a scripting mechanism to add
interactivity to static comics. It serves as a conceptual middle ground
between traditional interactive prototyping tools, and full-fledged programming languages. Compared to interactive prototyping tools,
C OMIC S CRIPT facilitates experimenting with interactions and scaling

in number and complexity of the comics (e.g., exploring non-linear data
comics). Compared to classic web programming combining HTML,
CSS and Javascript, C OMIC S CRIPT lowers the complexity of the code
and thus lowers the learning curve and saves times to professional developers. C OMIC S CRIPT provides a core set of interactions that designers,
illustrators and creators with minimal or no coding skills can copy and
paste and apply to sets of elements and panels crafted in graphics design tools. Our goal with C OMIC S CRIPT is to strike a balance between
approachability of the language and interaction capabilities added to
static comics.
Extending C OMIC S CRIPT while preserving its simplicity. Participants suggested many extensions to C OMIC S CRIPT: from low-level
fine control of interactions (e.g. resizing or rotating elements in panels) to higher-level more advanced layouts (e.g. nesting or overlaying
panels). Other desirable features include more sophisticated animated
transitions and the creation of visualizations, annotations, data comics
design patterns [10] as well as enabling incorporating different affordances to convey interactivity. Animated transitions can help readers
understand changes to the comic following an interaction. Creating
visualizations, on the other hand, could be done by adding specific
directives to the language, e.g., by calling on D3 or Vega-Lite [52].
Creating other content, such as text, characters or annotations, could
happen through similar approaches, as partially explored elsewhere [30].
Adding different affordances to suggest interactivity is a research direction in itself [14]. The difficulty with these extensions is to balance
the power of the language vs. its simplicity. While adding lower-level
operations (e.g. hide or resize elements) is trivial, adding more complex functionality may necessitate to write more complex specifications
even for simpler examples. To avoid re-implementing functionality and
avoid frequent switching between design tools, C OMIC S CRIPT could
be integrated with other visualization and comic design tools.
Towards easier authoring of interactive data comics. C OMIC S CRIPT is a first step towards understanding what interactions matter
most to authors and constitutes a probe into the process they are following when creating them. Still, C OMIC S CRIPT requires designers
to learn a new syntax, although it is arguably simpler than learning
full-fledged programming languages. To further lower the effort to
create interactive data comics, future work should explore graphical
user interfaces that can generate C OMIC S CRIPT code from directly
manipulating the graphical elements in comics and their interactive
operations. Perhaps one of the most pressing issues in streamlining the
authoring process is to facilitate the creation, reuse and organization
of the many graphical and interactive assets necessary for interactive
data comics. Observations and comments from our study participants
confirm that interactive data comics require a much larger set of visual
assets than traditional comics. Managing these assets and generating
the variations involved in each interactive state is arguably the main
bottleneck for the creation of this new medium and which should be
aided through future user interfaces.
Eventually, since our approach is agnostic of panels’ content, it
can be extended to other genres of data-driven storytelling such as
infographics, flow diagrams or data-driven articles; sets of panels can
simply be defined as individual graphical components of these artifacts.
Beyond tools to craft interactive comics, we need to support a
change in practice. Authors and designers need to adapt both their
mental model and their creation workflow to design and execute interactive data comics. The learning curve is not only about mastering
tools (e.g. C OMIC S CRIPT) to craft them, it largely lies in adjusting the
mental model to design them: understanding what is possible, and then
what is desirable. A key enabler is certainly to provide inspiration and
examples to draw from—participants relied on examples created with
the system and existing interactive comics to develop a sense of what
is possible. Additional material to support and inspire the design of
interactive comics is certainly critical for the future.
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